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KalDathia, a frightened king makes a fateful mistake that spells his countrys doom and unleashes
an ancient and terrible scourge upon the land. Beset by barbarian invaders, he Awakens a
legendary hero known as Rakkoth, the Sleeping Savior, not knowing that the Savior is, in truth, a
Dark sorcerer who nearly destroyed the world with his black arts before being cast into ensorcelled
slumber eight centuries ago. Once revived, this sadistic sorcerer seizes power, conquers an entire
continent, and forges an empire built on blood and death. Meanwhile, across the Luminous Sea in
the Kingdom of Calderia, Crown Prince Killian grows to manhood, unaware that he carries within
him a seed of divine power instilled by the gods. This power has been gifted to a mortal once in
each generation against the time of Rakkoths returnand must now be Awakened, if Calderia has
any hope of prevailing against the evil emperor who has turned his malevolent gaze upon Killians
homeland as his next conquest. But to do so, the human prince must help to forge an alliance with
other warring nations and races of Balleterria,...
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Reviews
Extensive guideline! Its this kind of good go through. Yes, it really is play, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. I am just pleased to inform you
that this is basically the greatest book we have go through inside my own life and could be he greatest pdf for possibly.
-- Ma dison Ar mstr ong
Completely essential study ebook. This is for all those who statte there was not a well worth reading. I realized this book from my dad and i recommended
this publication to find out.
-- Ja r r ell K ova cek
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